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Outline

– Bound states in quantum mechanics

– Bielectron states in single-layer graphene

– Bielectron states in bilayer graphene (WIP)



Bound states in Physics

From seasky.org.

– The Universe is held together by various attractive forces (gravity, 
   E&M/Weak, strong)

– Attractive forces + dynamical equilibrium (a static equilibrium is
   often forbidden: e.g., by the Earnshaw theorem in E&M)



Bound states in Quantum Theory

– Classically, an arbitrary weak attraction can produce a bound state.

– In quantum theory, the energy is quantised, and bound states normally
   correspond to discrete quantum levels. 

Hydrogen spectrum, from Wikipedia

– Hoyle level for carbon: 
   nucleosynthesis in stars 
   (fusion of 3α into C) is made 
   possible due to the resonant level
   at 7.67MeV

– Other nontrivial examples: Cooper pairs, Jefimov states



When do bound states exist?
(for a massive particle)

– The kinetic energy is always positive; hence bound states (if any) 
   occur at negative energies

– In one and two  dimensions, there is a bound state for an arbitrary 
   weak attractive potential, e.g., 

– In three (and more) dimensions, there is a critical strength. For a 
   square well, 
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– The binding is weakier in higher momentum
   channels, due to centrifugal energy
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Attraction vs centrifugal barrier and/or quantum zero-point motion



Bound states 
in condensed matter physics

– Impurity states (donor/acceptor states)

– Excitons (electron-hole bound states)

– Cooper pairs

– Surface states (e.g., topological insulators)

– d-, f- magnetic impurities, resonant states, Kondo effect, etc.

A true bound state 
(in the gap)

A resonant state (weakly 
coupled to the continuum)



  Dirac Fermions in Monolayer Graphene
Two sublattices

K
K'

unit cell

ψ=(ψ1
ψ2 )

– The wave function of electrons in graphene has a non-trivial internal
   structure, owing to symmetries of the lattice.
– As a result, electron states are described by a two-dimensional 
   version of Dirac equation, with no mass term
 
                      

– However, this pseudo-relativistic motion is rather slow:

Ĥ=vF (σ̂ x p̂x+σ̂ y p̂ y)

vF≈
c

300

Pauli matrices

R.P.Wallace (1947)ϵ=±vF|p|



Ĥ=vF (σ̂ x p̂x+σ̂ y p̂ y)=vF ( 0 px−i p y
px+i p y 0 )

ϵk=±vF|p|

Pseudospin and Chirality (monolayer)

Linear dispersion:

Hence, there are two bands, electron and holes, and they differ 
by the alignment between the pseudospin and the  momentum.

ν(ϵ)

ϵ

The density of states (DOS) is linear in
energy and hence is suppressed at ε=0, 
almost like a gap.

(Energy dispersion
is now a matrix

In the pseudospin space)

Momentum p

Pseudospin of 
an electronPseudospin of

 a hole



Supercritical atom
Collapse, vacuum reconstruction
                (Z > Zc = 170)

Gershteyn, Zeldovich (1969)
Popov (1970)

– Electron state embedded into Dirac sea is 
   hybridised with positron states, this gives
   rise to a resonant level of finite width, 
   which can be treated as a complex energy
   level

     

– The energy can be lowered by filling up
   the localised level => spontaneous 
   positron emission; discharging the 
   supercritical nucleus

electrons

positrons
(holes)

E=E0−iΓ

Position Width (tunneling rate)



Science 340, 734 (2013)



Tip-to-sample bias (electron energy)

Tunneling
conductance

(DOS)



H bi=
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The effective mass («semiconducting» order 
of magnitude): m*≈0.036me

The states of free carriers are given by chiral w.f.'s, and fill
 two continua:

ϵk=±
ℏ2k2

2m

“Massive” Chiral Particles in Bilayers
In bilayer graphene with A-B stacking, interlayer tunneling 
makes the kinetic energy quadratic in momentum:

ν(ϵ)= m*

2π ℏ2

ϵ

Pseudospin rotates at the double speed, 
Berry phase of 2π, degenerate QH level at ε = 0

ElectronsHoles

McCann, Falko (2006)



Can bilayer graphene host a bound state?
(and, what would it look like?)

ν(ϵ)= m*

2π ℏ2

ϵ

ϵk=±
ℏ2k2

2m

– The quadratic dispersion (ignoring the sign) suggests 
   a conventional bound state of a massive particle ...

– … but such a state would immediately decay into the continuum, 
   via  hybridisation/tunneling/....  

The flat DOS indicates
a large number of available 
final states. 

Localised states are destroyed
unless this coupling is suppressed.

Is it?

ϵ
ElectronsHoles



Let us consider a circularly symmetric potential: U = U(r).  We shall
seek the solution in the form

Ψ(r ,ϕ)=ei M ϕ ( e
−iϕ [u(r)+v (r )]

  eiϕ[u(r )−v(r)])
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The Schrödinger eqn takes the form
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M=−3,−2,−1,0,1,2,3 ...

Magnetic quantum number:



The equations can be simplified  in the M=0 channel (the s-wave):
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These equations describe two completely decoupled particles:

– u(r): the electron with positive parabolic dispersion, affected by  
   the potential U(r)

– v(r): the hole with negative parabolic dispersion,  affected by -U(r)

Both electrons and holes are described by the Schrödinger eqn for 
a massive non-chiral particle in the p-wave channel.

A.S., arXiv.org:1506.028309



Hence: 

– If a discrete level exists in the p-wave channel for a massive 
   particle,  there is a localised electron level in bilayer graphene.

– The critical strength can be estimated as 

– The level is fully decoupled from the hole continuum.

– This level is cloaked: it cannot be probed by looking
   at decoupled hole states.

U 0,cr∼
ℏ2

m*a2

Pendry et al, ibid, 
       p.1780

U.Leonhardt, Science 
312, 1777 (2006)



The LDOS near a charged ring, R=3nm, Z = 12
The cloaked peak can be seen as a narrow (0.6meV) resonance



Effects of screening

ν(ϵ)= 4m*

2π ℏ2

ϵϵ
ElectronsHoles

– Large DOS => strong RPA screening

– No impurity states (Coulomb potential
   is suppressed)

– The criterion  is easier to satisfy in
   large-scale geometries

U>
ℏ2

m*a2

– Quantum corrals

48 Fe-atoms, from M.F.Crommie 
et al,  Science 262, 218 (1993) 

– STM tip gating

From Zhao et al, Science 348, 672 (2015)  



Two-particle states 
in monolayer graphene

– Consider two particles in two different Dirac cones
   with opposite momenta. For strictly linear spectrum, 
   their total energy is zero and is independent of 
   the relative momentum: 

 [The additive channels were analysed by Sabio et al (2008)]

– Vanishing relative velocity: the pair would move ahead  without 
   changing its configuration

– However, this picture is unstable w.r.t. asymmetry between the cones

E=v p−v p=0

L. Marnham, A.S., Phys. Rev. B 92, 085409 (2015); arXiv:1512.02953  
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Valley index (+-)

Trigonal warping contribution
Next-nearest 

neighbour 
hopping

– The precise value of the effective mass m* is not known,  various 
   methods give 6-10 free electron masses; the mass µ is ~ 4 m_e 

– The trigonal warping term dominates for a KK bielectron, 
   however it is in fact suppressed for a KK´ pair (two electrons in 
   different valleys)

v≈3 t a
2

1

m*=
9
2
t ' a2 1

μ=
3
4
t a2

Analysed by 
Mahmodian&Entin

t '∼0.1 t

t



Naive solution for two-body problem

Ĥ=Ĥ 1+Ĥ 2+U (r1−r2)

H=− p
2

m*
+U (r )=−[ p2

m*
−U (r ) ]

For zero total momentum, this becomes:

Hence, e.g., for Coulomb repulsion, one finds an inverted hydrogen
spectrum of metastable states

This would result «binding» energies of ~10eV, «binding radius» 
of  ~ 1A!

U (r )= e2

κg κsr
En=

m* e4

4 ℏ2
(κsκg )

2(n+ 1
2 )

2



This picture is not consistent: 

– Large energies of the metastable states imply large momenta, far
   away from the Dirac point, where the linear+parabolic 
   approximation breaks down.

– For realistic carrier densities, quantum states with these momenta
   lie deep in the Fermi sea,  and hence are unavailable for pairing.
                                  (the effect of Pauli blocking)

                                  – Finite carrier density suppresses the repulsion
                                     via the Thomas-Fermi screening 

                                   – Hence, the energy of the metastable state
                                      is strongly affected by the Fermi sea
                                      (cf. Cooper pairing.)



= +

Approximations:

– Restrict electronic states to the non-dispersing sector (vp - vp)

– Small pair energy, non-retarded screening, contact interaction

Then, the Fermi sea effects can be described as Pauli blocking and
screening:

Rigorous Bethe-Salpeter treatment

H=− p
2

m*
+λ δ ( r ) λ≡~U (ω=0,q=0 )= 1

Π (0, 0 )
∝ 1
pF



In the momentum space, this equation readily yields the 
self-consistency condition

which gives the pair energy:

λ∫
0

pF
d2 p
(2π )2

Ψ (0 )
p2

m*+ϵ
=Ψ (0 )

EF

ϵ

Pauli
blocking

Screening

cf. Landau&Lifshitz, 
shallow state in a 2d well; 
also: self-consistency eqn
for a Cooper pair

ϵ=

pF
2

m*

exp( 2π
m*λ ( pF ) )−1



For not-too-high charge densities, the energy of a metastable pair is 
~ 1/8 of the Fermi energy. 



Manifestations?

– Proximity effect enhancement? 

– Optics?  (Dark states?)

– Tunneling resonances? 



Two-particle states in bilayer graphene?
A.S., LLM, Yehor Bondar(Kyiv): WIP

– Square well (for simplicity)

– No true bound states (i.e. cloaked states)

– Quasibound resonances in the s-wave channel, but only 
   for a sufficiently strong interaction:

U 0>
ℏ2

ma2×μ1
2

~14

Phase jumps by π  –
signature of a resonance



Message for UG students: 
– There are many simple science questions that can
    be attacked via simple tools (even in theory). You
    can be part of the ongoing forefront research. 
   
– When possible, use opportunities for summer schools, 
    summer research opportunities, etc.

– Some relevant (and still vaid) info can be found in last year PhysFest   
   talks (Prof. Levitov´s talk, in particular)



Conclusion (for adults):

– One can engineer a single-particle cloaked state in bilayer 
   graphene: a narrow resonant electron-like state submerged 
   into the hole continuum. 

–  A metastable bielectron state at positive energies is predicted 
    for single- and double-layered systems, with energy tunable by
    doping.

–  Unusual dispersion laws, pseudospin, and valleys make graphene
    interesting even on the single- or few-particle level.
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